PEAMOUNT HEALTHCARE
ANNUAL REPORT 2018
New 100 Bed Development

Peamount Vision
Peamount Healthcare is a centre of excellence for rehabilitation and residential care providing
services for the Dublin and Midlands area.
Peamount Mission
Peamount Healthcare is an independent voluntary organisation that provides rehabilitation and
residential services to adults. Peamount Healthcare seeks to provide an environment which
encourages and develops an improved quality of life for all its clients characterised by
independence, self-determination and dignity.
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Chairperson Statement

Peamount Healthcare has a fine tradition of providing care stretching back to our founding in 1912
to fight the scourge of tuberculosis in Ireland at that time.
In the century of its existence Peamount has at different times been a TB hospital, a provider of
intellectual disability care, a carer for older people and a leading rehabilitation provider – as well as
a highly successful farm. In providing these diverse services over the past century, one word describes
the ethos that has been at the heart of the organisation: care.
Over the years, Peamount adapted to play its part in the broader health service and has supported
the needs of acute care hospitals and of social care services. We have adapted and provided our
services based on sound governance and compliance, a commitment to high standards of patient
care, and an openness to working with the HSE and other healthcare providers.
The needs of the Irish health service are ever increasing, with our growing and ageing population. In
particular, the need for additional bed capacity in hospitals such as Peamount is a vital step in
alleviating the pressure on our front line acute hospitals.
2018 was a very successful year for Peamount, with our new 100-bed facility reaching an advanced
stage with full completion due in quarter 2 of 2019. We are discussing with HSE and the Dublin
Midland Hospital Group how our new facilities, combined with our long tradition of first class care,
can best be used to provide care in our catchment area.
Our plans for the future are to develop our older persons’ services, in particular the specialist
rehabilitation services that we already provide. We will also continue to provide and care for our
residents. We are very excited to be working with the HSE to provide additional badly needed
services for specialist rehabilitation, including neurological rehabilitation.
We appreciate the ongoing support of HSE in funding of our services. As for other healthcare
providers, funding continues to be a challenge for Peamount as providing high quality care and
achieving HIQA standards impose additional costs.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to say thank you to all our residents, service users, management
& staff and friends for all you have done to make 2018 a successful year for Peamount. I also want to
pay particular tribute to the leadership and contribution of our CEO, Suzanne Corcoran, who is leaving
Peamount in March 2019 to take up an opportunity in the private sector.
John Delaney
Chairperson
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CEO Overview

Dear all,

Welcome to our 2018 annual report. As we continue our journey of campus development, 2018 has
been another exciting and busy year.
We finished off 2017 with turning the sod on our 100-bed unit. The project team progressed the new
build programme throughout 2018 and we managed to get final agreement from HSE to complete
ward 4 in the unit.
Our newsletter captured the aerial footage of the stages of development throughout the year, some
of which is covered in this report.
Our final registration for HIQA came through early in the year giving the service full compliance for
all centres – a great achievement for all staff.
We entered discussions with Trinity College on the concept of an education centre for the campus.
While this is at an early stage, it would be a substantial initiative for Peamount to undertake with
Trinity and would underpin our future services while strengthening our academic links.
I will move on from Peamount in Q1 2019. I leave behind a special organisation with a bright future
and I wish everyone well on their journey.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Corcoran
Chief Executive Officer
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Service Overview
Peamount Healthcare is an independent voluntary organisation that operates in partnership with the
HSE to provide a range of health and social care services for the Dublin and Midlands Region.
In 2018, there were 213 beds between campus and community services with a headcount of circa
550 employees.
Services Include:
 Rehabilitation Care for Respiratory and Age Related Conditions (50 Beds)
 Residential Services for Long Stay Neurological Disability (19 Beds)
 Residential Services for Long Stay Age Related Conditions (49 Beds)
 Residential Services for Intellectual Disability (95 Beds)
 Community Outpatient Services
Our Day Activities Centre

Rehabilitation
Our rehabilitation service offers 50 Inpatient Post-Acute Rehabilitation Beds split between two 25bed units. Referrals are received from the acute hospitals in the region and community. We provide
specialist rehabilitation for Older Persons and Respiratory Conditions. We assist patients to reach
optimum recovery post surgery, stroke and for chronic illness management. We run intensive
rehabilitation programmes supported by multi-disciplinary teams to help patients achieve their goals.
Consultant Geriatricians and Respiratory Physicians hold clinical Governance.
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Residential Services
Older Persons
Our long stay older person service has 49 residential beds between two units: St. Patrick’s and St.
Ciaran’s. Referrals are received through Fair Deal application process from local hospitals and the
community. Our residents are supported with a full team of nursing, social care and multidisciplinary
resources. Consultant Geriatricians hold clinical Governance. A Clinical Nurse Specialist for
Gerontology also supports the service. Planned replacement of these beds is underway with the
new 100-bed development under construction since October 2017.
Neurological
St. Brid’s is our long stay unit for people with long-term neurological conditions and has 19 beds. The
unit is positioned in a quiet part of the campus with beautiful surrounding landscape. We take
referrals as required. Most residents have high complex needs and are supported by a full team.
Intellectual Disability
Accommodation and support is provided both on and off campus for services users with an
intellectual disability. This service has been operating since the 1960s and as a result, we have many
clients who have lived a long time in Peamount. Age profile of the residents is mainly over 65 with
needs becoming more complex. At the start of 2018, we had 104 service users. Two General
Practitioners hold clinical Governance. A Consultant Psychiatrist supports the service.
Accommodation is as follows;
Peamount Campus:
Hollybank (1 Unit, 19 Beds) This is primarily for those with complex medical needs.
Centre A1 (6 Units)
All Bungalow Accommodation
Centre A2 (4 Units)
All Bungalow Accommodation
Centre B1 (6 Units)
All Bungalow Accommodation
Community Services:
Alymer Road
2 Semi Detached Houses for 3 Residents, Newcastle Co. Dublin. This unit
closed in March 2018.
Castlelyons
1 Single and 3 Shared Apartments for 10 Residents, Newcastle, Co. Dublin.
Slade Castle
Apartment Complex Unit for 22 Residents, Saggart, Co Dublin.
Community and Day Services
An outpatient service currently operates 5 days per week. Services include blood testing, general
non-trauma radiology and respiratory clinics.
Day services run from our Core Building. This centre has several activity rooms and plenty of open
plan space, which are used for living and dining. The service is based on a social model and we run
activities and social events for residents on campus and for older persons living in the community.
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Chief Executive Priorities 2018
The following were the priorities set out at the beginning of 2018;
1. Achieve HIQA Compliance for the remaining unregistered centre and continue to maintain
compliance accross all units.
2. Oversee the construction of new 100 bed development and bed down approval from HSE to
complete Ward 4.
3. Further develop the Peamount brand and site by linking with key stakeholders.
4. Review IT Systems for roll out in 2019.
HIQA Compliance
The remaining centre for registration was cleared by HIQA in Q1. In Q2 a reorganisation of the HIQA Centres
was completed to create a new centre (B2). This new centre received initial registration in Q4. By year end
all centres were registered. Internal compliance continued to be monitored by the ADON in Quality and
Compliance.
New 100 Bed Development
The development programme ran with no site issues. Bad weather in Q1 caused a slight delay to works
however this was recovered throughout the year. Revised planning for the unit with reduced car parking and
balconies was accepted by South Dublin County Council. Ward 4 of the development finally got HSE approval
in Q4 which will result in a fully finished building. Discussions with the Dublin Midlands Hospital Group
commenced on new bed capacity/bed usage and a steering group was planned for establishment in 2019.
Further Site Development
Further site development was explored. However a second phase of works will be dependent on the bed usage
for the new capacity which is under discussion.
Meetings were held with key stakeholders in Trinity College to plan a potential education centre on campus.
While in the early stages the concept has the potential to enhance Peamount as a healthcare provider,
strengthening academic links and enhancing the overall profile of the service.
New IT Systems
Peamount is largely a paper-based service and requires the introduction of several IT systems to reduce paper
processing and provide efficiency for staff. Priority areas were reviewed in 2018.
Time and Attendance -A new HR Director was recruited in Q4 and this was set as a priority for 2019. Systems
under review (Softworks and Advance Systems) Lead Director – HR Director.
Care Planning – EpiCare System was reviewed in 2018 and planned for roll out 2019. Lead Director – Director
of Nursing & Social Care.
Audit and Compliance - Viclarity System was given the go ahead for roll out in Q4. This system will be used to
track and report data for quality and compliance. Lead Director – Director of Rehabilitation
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Annual Service KPI’s
Department Area
HR
Headcount (WTE)

Training Compliance
Levels (%)
Mandatory

Investigations (Live)

Absenteeism

Quality

Risk Management
Occurances

Safe Guarding
HIQA Compliance

Clinical
Areas

ARRU
Respiratory Unit
Phlebotomy
Radiology
Outpatients’ Clinic
RIP
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Sub Category
Total Headcount as at Dec
Total Relief Panel to Decrease
Agency

2017
465.58
50

2018
458.67
67

Variance
-6.91
17

Fire
Hand Hygiene
Infection Control
Childrens First

98.2%
92.3%
96.1%
0

93%
93.2%
88.5%
82%

-5.2%
0.9%
-7.6%
N/A

10
0
2

4
1
2

-6
1
0

5.3%

6.1%

0.8%

1,378
114

1,594
133

21.6
19

6
86
6

4
289
7

-2
203
1

90.5%
194
74%
1,280
6,302
1,687
3,058
16

2.9%
9
-3%
240
-3795
435
-64
10

Trust in Care
Vulnerable Adults
Grievances
% Absenteeism Rate (Annual
Average)

Total RMOF Annual
Average Monthly
No of Serious Reportable
Events
Total Annual Referrals
Registration of 8 HIQA Centres

Average % Occupancy
Total Admissions
Average % Occupancy
Total Admissions
Total Attendances
Total Attendances
Total Attendances
No of Resident Deaths

87.6%
185
78%
1,040
10,097
1,252
3,122
6

Progress of New Build 2018
Phase 1 of the new 100-bed facility is currently under construction. The completion date is planned for June
2019 to be operational in Q3/Q4 2019. It will house 100 ensuite bedrooms, new canteen area, large

therapy spaces, and internal courtyards for recreation. The views of the Dublin Mountains are
stunning on a fine day.
This unit will provide the following services:





Replacement beds for Long Stay Age Related Conditions (50 Beds)
New Beds - Post Acute Rehabilitation (50 Beds)
State of the Art Therapy Facilities
New Campus Reception and Canteen

Timelines for the opening of these services are under review and will be phased. It is envisaged the
Canteen/Kitchen areas and Reception will be operational first, followed by the transition of the long stay beds
to be completed in Q3 2019.
The new bed capacity (50 beds) will be dependent on HSE confirming bed usage / revenue funding in a timely
manner. A lead in time of one year is required to enable appropriate planning and to ensure some beds can
be operational by the end of Q4 2019.
Phase 2 of development will be planned to support the services agreed for phase 1. Discussions with Trinity
College are also ongoing regarding an education centre on site.
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Early 2018

10

June 2018
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Annual Highlights
COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY
Communications continued to be a focus in 2018, the Facebook page and our newsletter ‘Connect’
went from strength to strength.
Facebook
Our Profile Page Photo, Peamount New Development on Campus

The aim of Peamount’s Facebook page is to engage with staff, residents and the community
highlighting service news. Departments are showcased through regular events and posts regarding,
for example, external conferences. Job advertisements and campus service developments are also
shown. In Year 2 the page gained a further 700 followers.
Newsletter:
The campus newsletter ‘CONNECT’ gained much support and the working group made great progress
during 2018. The title aptly reflects the ethos of support and connection across the organisation. The
newsletter captures campus developments, events, staff stories and offers light reading throughout
the year.
12

LEADERSHIP TRAINING
As part of the development of our management team, we continued to roll out leadership training
for all Heads of Department in 2018
Training sessions were held over a 3-day period and the third group of nine managers was held in
March 2018 with 29 managers completing the training to date. A further group is planned to follow
in 2019.
INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL
World Hand Hygiene Day May 2018
Hand Hygiene Day
The World Health Organisation World annual Hand Hygiene Day highlights the importance of hand
hygiene in health care. Good infection control practices, such as cleaning your hands can
prevent the spread of health care associated infection. To celebrate world Hand Hygiene
Day, an awareness day took place in Peamount Healthcare on Wednesday 23rd May 2018. The IP&C
Team provided a stand in the canteen with information on hand hygiene as well as practical hand
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decontamination education sessions. There were many fun activities across the campus including a
hand hygiene quiz and the opportunity for all to be “framed for hand hygiene”.

The hand hygiene poster colouring competition was a huge success with over 40 entries from children and
residents.

Flu Prevention Programme 2018/2019 season
The uptake of the influenza vaccine among healthcare staff in Peamount Healthcare has been below
HSE targets in previous years. Planning for flu preparedness started in July 2018 with the
identification of 6 Nurses to become peer vaccinators for the coming influenza season. The aim of
the peer vaccination programme was to increase staff flu vaccine numbers in line with the
recommended minimum HSE target of 40% uptake. Training on anaphylaxis management and the
peer vaccination programme was provided off site.
14

In addition to vaccination clinics held in the Clinic the flu vaccine was made available to staff in clinical
areas facilitated by the peer vaccinators. Total flu vaccine intake increased. 209 staff took their Flu
vaccine during the 2018-2019 campaign, compared to 169 last year.

REHABILITATION SERVICES

COPD Event
Peamount celebrated World COPD Day 2018 in our Respiratory Rehabilitation Unit and were very
fortunate to be able to host the ‘Life a reflection through the LENS’ photography exhibition, a Photo
Voice project. The opening speech was given by Professor Lane, an introduction to the Photo Voice
project was presented by Bettina Korn, project facilitator. Two of the participants Ann and Marie
openly shared their journey.
Peamount welcomed the community to the rehabilitation unit with representatives from local COPD
support groups and community outreach teams and celebrated with users of our inpatient and
outpatient respiratory service.
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Swallowing Awareness Day
Wednesday 14th March was swallow awareness day. Swallowing disorders (dysphagia) commonly
occur with conditions such as dementia, stroke and COPD. Speech and language therapists give
advice on foods which are safe to swallow and work closely with dietitians.

Launch of State of the Art Physiotherapy Equipment
New state of the art physiotherapy equipment was launched at Peamount Healthcare by Frances
Fitzgerald, TD. The event was attended by staff, patients, relatives and representatives from
Accuscience. A big thank you to Tony Brennan, former patient of Peamount who shared his story at
the launch with Frances Fitzgerald, TD. Peamount is the first in the country to have the new ‘HUR
Pulley Functional Trainer’ equipment that has been made possible through the Patient Donations
Fund. Thank you to all who made this possible and to all who attended the event and made it a
wonderful success.
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Pharmacy Experiential Learning Sessions
In October, the pharmacy department hosted two Experiential Learning sessions with 54 third Year
Pharmacy Students from RCSI. The students gained a valuable insight into the role of a hospital
pharmacist. The students provided very positive feedback on the experience with the majority rating
the sessions as “excellent”.

Breakfast Group in an Age Related Rehabilitation Unit: The Client Perspective Study
Background: The Breakfast Group was established by the OT department in Peamount in 2011. It is a weekly
group for clients from the Age Related Rehabilitation Unit. Physical and cognitive skills such as bending,
reaching, standing, planning and memory can be practiced in the Breakfast Group and can then be transferred
into other everyday activities such as dressing, grooming and bathing.
Objectives: The purpose of the study was to explore the perspectives of clients who have attended the
Breakfast Group during their in-patient stay in rehabilitation.
Methodology: The researchers used a focus group to gather data. The focus group explored key factors of the
Breakfast Group which impacted on the client’s progression in rehabilitation and how the breakfast group
prepared clients for returning to home.
Results: Seven themes emerged from the data collected within the focus group including environment,
functional goals and rehabilitation, respect and relationships, reality and normality, adjustment and
acceptance, fear and apprehension, and social interaction and mental stimulation.
Conclusion: The breakfast group is more than cups of tea. The positive impact and importance of the Breakfast
Group to clients during their stay in Peamount was highlighted and will ensure the continued success of the
group into the future.
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RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
Older Persons
Peamount Donations Initiative
This initiative was set up in 2017 with the purpose to ensure that monies received by donations are used to
improve services for our patients, services users and families. These monies have come through historic
donations without a specific request on how to be spent. In March 2017, Peamount’s Executive Team invited
staff to put forward project ideas to improve services, each project limited to €3K.
Garden Projects were approved for our Older Persons Services and Intellectual Disability Services and outside
our Occupational Therapy Department. Take a look below to see some of the completed projects.
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Meaningful Moments Project
Older Persons residential services received funding from Peamount Donations Initiative 2018 to assist
with the role out of the ‘The Meaningful Moments Project ‘to St Ciarans and Hollybank units. All staff
in St Ciarans have received education on the project. The Activities team, Nursing team, Speech and
Language therapy, Occupational therapy, family members and residents are currently in the process
of developing individualised meaningful moment activity plans for each of our residents with
dementia.

Key Posts 2018
CNS for Older Persons appointment - Selecty Varghese, November 2018
Advanced Nurse Practice Candidate position - Mary Doyle, CNS Older Persons, January 2018
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Neurological Long Stay
One resident who was critically ill and had recovered and returned to the unit with extensive medical and
nursing care needs was supported by staff to go on a pilgrimage to Lourdes.

Intellectual Disability
In 2018, the intellectual disability service was restructured to make five HIQA centres instead of four.
Centres now in Place; Community, A1, A2, B1 and new centre B2.
Community and Centre B2 received registration from HIQA throughout the year completing full
registration with HIQA for ID.

COMMUNITY AND DAY SERVICES
Opening of the Hub
“What a way to start the week! This morning I had the honour of launching the new Peamount Hub
on the grounds of Peamount Healthcare in Newcastle. The Hub is a communal space where patients
and locals alike can meet. As well as established Day Care services, local people can come in for
refreshments in the Coffee Dock, pick up locally made crafts and even get an aromatherapy message.
If you are in the area, drop in!” (Frances Fitzgerald TD)
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Opening of Peamount Allotments
The launch of Peamount's allotments for staff and residents alike took place on 4th October. The
allotment represents a new social space for residents and staff to connect through the shared interest
of nature. Well done to the meaningful activities team for this amazing initiative.
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EXTERNAL RELATIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Nursing and Midwifery Conference May 2018
Representing Peamount Healthcare and Presenting our poster ‘Goal Setting in Older Person
Rehabilitation – Defining the role of the Nurse’ at the Nursing & Midwifery - Living the Values
Conference Wednesday, 9 May 2018 at Dublin Castle, Mary Doyle, Manuela Cristea, Ruby Varghese
Age Related Rehabilitation Services Peamount Healthcare with our Certificate of Recognition’
awarded on the day.

5th Annual Nursing and Midwifery Conference
Peamount Healthcare was represented by Mary Doyle, Manuela Cristea and Ruby Varghese
in a poster presentation ‘Goal Setting in Older Person Rehabilitation – Defining the role of
the Nurse’ at the 5th Annual Nursing and Midwifery Regional Conference, hosted by the Nursing
& Midwifery Planning & Development Unit, in the Centre for Learning & Development, Tallaght
Hospital on Thursday 13th September 2018. Conference title ‘Nursing and Midwifery Care along Life’s
Journey’
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Meaningful Moments Project – Presented at Conferences in 2018
The ‘Meaningful Moment project’ was accepted as a platform presentation at the 10th International
Conference ‘Growing Excellence in Dementia care’ in the Helix DCU on the 16th & 17th April 2018.
Angela Lyons and Mary Doyle presented the project on behalf of the Meaningful Moments team in
St Patricks Unit.
The ‘Meaningful Moment project’ was also brought as a poster and platform presentation at the 5th
Annual Nursing and Midwifery Regional Conference, hosted by the Nursing & Midwifery Planning &
Development Unit, in the Centre for Learning & Development, Tallaght University Hospital on
Thursday 13th September 2018 Conference title ‘Nursing and Midwifery Care along Life’s Journey’.

Falls Prevention Team Accepted for Presentation IGS 66th Annual Meeting
The ‘fall champion’s toolbox’ was accepted for oral presentation and was presented by Mary Doyle,
Advanced Nurse Practitioner Candidate and Shauna Clarke, Senior Dietician at the Affinity National
Fall and Bone Health Symposium in Dublin castle on 30th October and was awarded the conference
prize. The poster is displayed on the HSE Affinity website.
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66th Annual & Scientific Meeting 2018
An ‘Evaluation of an Interdisciplinary Falls Prevention Team in Residential Care for Older Adults
including Older Adults with an Intellectual Disability, was accepted for Oral presentation at IGS 66th
Annual & Scientific Meeting 2018. The interdisciplinary team includes a Clinical Nurse Specialist,
Occupational therapists, Physiotherapists, Pharmacist, Clinical Nutritionist and Risk manager, the
function of which was to undertake multifactorial falls risk assessment and implement individualised
falls prevention initiatives. Presented by Mary Doyle ANP candidate on behalf of the fall prevention
team in Sept 2018

Speech and Language Therapy Masters
Speech and Language Therapist Rita Kouider was awarded her MSc. in Acquired communication disorders.
Rita’s research was a scoping review that aimed to identify different intervention approaches reported to
reduce the psychosocial impact of aphasia. The study identified several intervention approaches which can be
applied by SLTs including CBT, counselling, Mindfulness, Solution-Focused Therapy and Conversation Partner
Training.
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QUALITY AND SAFETY DEPARTMENT
The primary objective of the Quality Department is to support all staff across the organisation to
provide safe, effective high quality care through effective governance, education and training.

The department covers the following areas:



Monitoring and Supporting Internal Compliance for HIQA



Nurse Practice Development



Incident and Risk Management



Systems Analysis and Investigations



Health & Safety



Education & Training



Policies, Procedures & Documentation control

Key highlights 2018;

 Development & Implementation of Quality & Safety Strategy.
 Facilitating external regulatory inspections and audits including but not limited to HIQA,
Health & Safety, Radiation Safety and State Claims Agency.
 Quality & Safety working with all units to maintain regulatory compliance.
 Roll out of education/training to all staff in risk management and reporting.
 Coordinating the hospital’s safety alert management in response to product recalls and
safety notifications.
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Supporting Our Staff and Service Users
Our Staff
Peamount has over 500 employees and our staff are very important to us. We continue to look at
ways of supporting and developing our team. A Staff Retention Group Launched in December 2018.
The working group was launched by the CEO Office in conjunction with the HR Department. The aim
of the group is to continue a programme of engagement with staff and managers taking feedback
from staff on the front line as to how they feel supported to work at Peamount.
Health and Well Being
Some of the highlights from 2018:

Coordinated by the department of nutrition and dietetics, and delivered by AIT Health science and nutrition
students from Athlone institute of Technology, this initiative places emphasis on the physical health of our
staff. The work placement students organised the following:




6 week walking programme
A sugar and health awareness campaign
An alcohol and health awareness campaign

Recruitment Open Day June 2018
Peamount's first open day was a resounding success with over 200 people through the doors in 5
hours and 207 applications submitted! It was wonderful to have an opportunity to tell people about
our expansion and to hear what an integral part of the community Peamount has always been. A big
thank you to all who participated, especially our residents and HR team.
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Daffodil Day
Peamount Healthcare were delighted to support Daffodil Day, 23rd March 2018 through our tree of
hope for special intentions and our Daffodil Day themed Selfie Stands! Our donation to the Irish
Cancer Society is €650. Thank you to all supporters, staff, service users and visitors at Peamount. The
winners of the competition were Srinivasan Panchalam, Physiotherapy Department for individual
photo. Ray Lynam, Facilities Department and side kick yet to be identified! Well done to all involved
and special thanks to the Social Committee.

Alzheimer’s Tea Day
Peamount Healthcare were delighted to team up with Duggan Brothers (on site for construction of
New 100 bed Development) to raise money for the The Alzheimer Society of Ireland at the recent
Alzheimer’s Tea Day held in the canteen and at the New Build site office. Thanks so much to everyone
who got involved especially Scott Tallon Walker for their very generous donation.
Staff, residents, relatives and members of the local community joined together on May the 3rd to
raise a cuppa (and money!) for the The Alzheimer Society of Ireland. A viewing deck was set up for
all to see progress of the new development. The canteen also hosted an Alzheimer's Tea Party with
live music, a raffle and prizes. All donations on the day went to the Alzheimer's Society.
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Summer BBQ
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World Mental Health Day
Peamount embraced World Mental Health Day on 10th October 2018. There was a great response
from staff at Peamount for the event that incorporated an information stand in the staff canteen and
complimentary therapies with Maria Pender - Holistic Therapist. The theme was ‘Simply Kindness’.
There was a great response for sign up to our workplace wellness initiatives, Mindfulness & Yoga.
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Christmas Craft Fair
Our Christmas craft fair got underway in the Hub in early December with great Christmas presents,
gifts, decorations, holistic treatments and refreshments. The new Peamount Christmas Card range
was launched at the event. Much needed funds were raised for residents’ comfort fund.

Christmas Staff Event
The Christmas staff lunch was organised to include all staff with three sittings and went down very
well. The Catering Team put on an exceptional event in conjunction with the CEO Office. Staff enjoyed
spot prizes and an opportunity to celebrate all the great work and achievements made during the
year.
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Staff Departing Peamount
We value our team and ensure we conduct exit interviews for staff leaving our service. We have
many staff with long service. We had a great send off for Nuala Dignam, Clinical Nurse Manager from
the Intellectual Disability Service who retired in June 2018 after 40 years with Peamount!

Residents’ Groups
Peamount Healthcare embraces and supports self-advocacy for all its residents/patients. Peamount
Healthcare is committed to supporting all residents/patients to self-advocate through accessible information
and communication supports. Three advocacy groups are in place and the main aim is to facilitate self-

advocacy and ensure the rights of residents are upheld in Peamount.

1. The Rights Group was set up to provide a forum for residents to learn about their rights.

This has an educational focus and aims to raise awareness of rights among our residents. It is
facilitated by a drama therapist and activity staff, supported where necessary by Speech and Language
and a Social worker. Residents Learn about their rights through role-play, drama, the internet, easy
to read documents and open discussion, using pictures, music, costumes or tool kits devised by other
organisations like Inclusion Ireland and Citizens Information. The rights group is an empowering team
with a person centred focus to learning and awareness-building for all involved. This group is open to
all residents.

2. The Self-Advocacy Group provides a forum for residents to talk about their issues and agree
actions to solve them. This group is independently run by service users, founded in Peamount in

2000 by a resident, and supported by a Recreation Therapist. It has a chairperson and secretary
elected by its members. They are currently working on their terms of reference and linking with all
groups to propose an equality and rights committee here in Peamount for our residents. The Self
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Advocacy group run an information clinic once a week for residents to support them to access
information or services they might need. They link with management through the year, highlight
problem areas, and act as a group to support residents in some situations. They link to national
agencies like Citizen Information or Inclusion Ireland to name a few. This group is open to all residents.
3. Intellectual Disability Speak Up Group is also a forum for residents to talk about their issues.

It is a self-advocacy group for people who require additional supports in order to access Self Advocacy,
most often due to communication difficulties. It is facilitated by Medical Social Work and Speech and
Language Therapy who consult service users on the level of supports they require. Extra time is given
for this group and facilitators may assist individuals to understand issues, contribute to discussions,
maintain records of the meeting and implement any actions. Speak Up usually meets on the first
Monday of the month. From August 2018, one member has been identified to link with the Self
Advocacy group to ensure issues are discussed in both the Self Advocacy and Speak Up groups and it
is open to all residents.

Relatives Interaction
We interact with relatives in all our services as required. We do this on a more regular basis for our
residential services as we have several clients who have lived in Peamount for a long time. We hold
relatives’ meetings for feedback or to advise of service changes.
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Organic Gardening Opening

National Poetry Event 26th April
National poetry day was a great celebration of all the Arts; centre stage was the poetry with many
music groups and visitors from the local community.
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Papal Visit August 2018
Staff and residents enjoyed the special occasion of the papal mass in the Phoenix Park during the
summer!
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Celebration of Peamount Volunteers
The opening of the Hub included a celebration of our volunteers with local politicians support
alongside our new volunteer program.

Complaints
27 complaints were received in 2018. This is similar to the number received for 2017. 5 complaints
received in 2018 were transferred to safeguarding and therefore did not progress in parallel through
the complaints process. These complaints are logged on the complaints register and demonstrates
to HIQA that there is a robust link developed between the complaints and safeguarding processes.
Complaint training continued across campus throughout the year. All complainants during 2018 have
expressed their satisfaction with Peamount Healthcare’s complaints procedure. One complaint
received in 2018 was referred for independent review and has been closed to the satisfaction of the
complainant.
Complaints are reported under the 8 Healthcare Charter themes. Safe & Effective Services and
Dignity & Respect remain the two main categories of complaints received. All 5 complaints referred
to safeguarding in 2018 came under the themes of Dignity & Respect and Safe & Effective Services.
All issues were highlighted to the Management team and feedback given to service users and
relatives.
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Resident Story
Patricia, Community Services

Patricia was the first lady to move from Brid’s Neurological Unit to the community in Castlelyons, she
has adapted very well and loves living in the community setting. Patricia has many interests in the
community and within Peamount campus.
Patricia is a member of the Lucan Irish Wheelchair Association and was one of the first people to join
CASA in Maynooth, where friendships are developed between members through regular events.
Patricia really enjoys meeting her friends in Casa and often will take centre stage and give a great
musical performance.
Patricia has many friends in Peamount, and she enjoys the Art group twice a week with Michael
Gilligan. Patricia is a very talented Artist.
Patricia recently provided a painting as a gift for outgoing Board member, Ed Crotty in June 2018. She
was delighted to work on the art piece for Ed Crotty our Board member whom she knew had a love
of the sea having grown up in a seaside village. The painting of a gannet with a cliff backdrop is
personal to Ed because of his love for the sea
The Peamount Advocacy and Rights Group is close to her heart, she is an active member and supports
her peers to learn more about rights for people with disabilities.
Patricia also enjoys eating out which is another pastime and spending quality time with her family.
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Financial Report
2018 was another challenging year for the organisation. Costs increased, and health insurance
income was down. The HSE increased the allocation to Peamount. This was very welcome and, as a
result, Peamount managed to achieve a break-even position at the end of the year.
A lot of work was done on cost control, particularly around agency costs, which were 40% less than
2017.
Our pay and non-pay expenditure for the year can be shown over the different expenditure headings
as follows:

Pay Costs:

8%

6%

3%
Administration
Medical
25%

Nursing
Allied Healthcare
Support Services

48%
9%

Superannuation

Non-Pay Costs:
Medicines
11%

9%
Support services

15%

Energy and Water
services
Professional Costs

7%
48%
11%

Medical Supplies
Miscellaneous
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Comparison of Expenditure and Income for 2017 and 2018 can be seen below
40.0
35.0
30.0
25.0
2017

20.0

2018

15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
Total Expenditure

Other Income

HSE Allocation

Total Income

Summary:
Increased HSE allocation resulted in a break-even for the year.
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Executive and Board Information
Executive and Committee Meetings
Name
Executive Management Team

Senior Attendee’s
EMT Members

Frequency
Fortnightly

Medical Advisory Committee

Consultants/GP’s/ CEO.
Alternating Chair by Speciality

Quarterly

ID Advisory Group

EMT Members, MDT for Intellectual
Disability

Twice Yearly

TUH / Peamount Governance

EMT Members and Consultants
Peamount, EMT Members TUH

Monthly

Quality and Safety Committee

EMT Members (all), Board
Representatives, Consultant
Representative
CEO, Director of Finance, Board
Representatives

Quarterly

Development Committee
Meeting

EMT Members (all), Board
Representatives

Quarterly

Board Meetings

EMT Members (all), Board Members,
Chair of Medical Advisory Committee

7-8 Per Year

Finance and Audit Committee

Quarterly

Middle Management Engagement
The Chief Executive holds Heads of Department meetings every quarter or as required. Members
of the executive management team hold departmental meetings in their areas.

Legal/Audit
Company Solicitors are A&L Goodbody.
Internal Audit is contracted to Mazars.
External Audit is contracted to Grant Thornton.
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Executive Management Team

Chief Executive Officer, Suzanne Corcoran

Director of Finance, Michael Power

Director of Rehabilitation Services, Catherine Slattery

Director of Nursing & Social Care, Joan Guinan Menton

Director of Human Resources – Sue Mitchell
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Board of Directors

Chairman, John Delaney, Chartered Accountant

Deputy Chairperson, Jill Long, Chartered Physiotherapist

Board Member, Ed Crotty, Managing Director of Homecare Business, Business Consultant
Left the Board in June 2018 and was presented with a painting by Patricia Dempsey, Service User.

Board Member, Peter Law, Partner A&L Goodbody Solicitors

Board Member, Michael Tutty, Retired Public Servant
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Board Member, Brendan Barrett, Retired Company Director and Part Time Consultant

Board Member, Rozanne Barrow, Retired Speech and Language Therapy Manager

Board Member, Dermot Smyth, Retired Assistant Secretary General, Dept. Health & Children

Board Member, Derek Montgomery, Company Director

Board Member, Pat Lyons, Retired Chartered Account with extensive experience of general
management of hospitals in the public and private sectors in Ireland. Pat commenced with the
Board in December 2018.
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Contact Details
The Chief Executive is happy to take queries at any time.
Please contact Marianne Coady, Business Manager, Chief Executive Office.
Email; mcoady@peamount.ie
Tel;

01 6010308

Peamount History Snapshot
Peamount dates to 1912 when it first opened as a Tuberculosis Sanatorium. We are very proud of
our long history and ethos for care. Each annual report will show a historic photo from our archives.

The Garden Pavillion, Circa 1920
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